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Abstract 

We examine whether and how the autobiographical memories that we share can influence the 

social support that people offer us. Study 1 examined whether sharing specific (e.g., I was 

upset when reading my ex-partner’s email last Friday) versus nonspecific (e.g., I was upset) 

memories influences support giving. Studies 2 and 3 additionally examined the effects of 

episodic detail (i.e., who, what, where) and specificity on support. Participants offered more 

support to (hypothetical) profiles that shared specific, compared to non-specific, memories, 

but these effects were less consistent than those for memory detail. Participants offered more 

support to profiles that shared memories that were high, compared to low, in detail. Findings 

were more consistent for the effects of memory detail on emotional support than instrumental 

support. These findings support the social function of autobiographical memory and suggest 

one pathway through which autobiographical memory may influence the help we receive.  

 

Keywords: emotional support; instrumental support; overgeneral memory; specificity; 

episodic memory 
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Introduction 

Difficulty recalling specific autobiographical events from one’s past has been associated with 

a range of different psychiatric diagnoses (Barry et al., 2021). Specific autobiographical 

memories refer to temporally discrete events (e.g., I was happy when playing football my 

child last Saturday; Williams et al., 2007; Williams & Broadbent, 1986). Theories that 

attempt to explain how reduced autobiographical memory specificity can lead to 

psychopathology focus on intrapersonal cognitive factors, such as impaired emotion 

regulation (Williams et al., 2007). Recently, research has begun to examine the interpersonal 

social factors that might explain this association. People who have difficulty retrieving 

specific memories report themselves as receiving low levels of social support over the next 

year which in turn predicts increases in psychopathological symptoms (Barry, Vinograd, et 

al., 2019). This correlational research assumes that the social support that people receive is 

contingent on their sharing specific autobiographical memories with the person supporting 

them. It may be easier to engage listeners when sharing specific, as opposed to non-specific 

or general, memories (e.g, when I play with my child). However, to our knowledge, no 

experimental study has directly examined this hypothesis. 

Social support refers to the resources that people provide each other developing and 

maintaining relationships (Bradbury et al., 2000; Sias & Bartoo, 2007). Although several 

types of social support exist, emotional (providing a listening ear) and instrumental support 

(providing a solution to a problem) have been referred to as the most “salient and 

encompassing” forms of social support, within which all other forms of social support can be 

categorised (Shakespeare-Finch & Obst, 2011). It is possible that people may receive more of 

these kinds of support if they share more about themselves with other people. Indeed, there is 

meta-analytical evidence that we like others more if they disclose more information about 
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themselves to us (Collins & Miller, 1994). However, the content of what is disclosed is also 

likely to moderate the social effects of disclosure.  

Early theorists suggested that memories that are shared with more emotion and detail 

were likely to solicit more caring and intimacy from other people (Tannen, 1990). The 

additional meaning that detailed memories include might help the sharer to meet their 

interpersonal goals (Pillemer, 1992) and might facilitate the listener to relate more to the 

story being told (Schank & Abelson, 1995). The act of reminiscing with other people can 

enhance people’s positive mood (Pasupathi & Carstensen, 2003), can boost feelings of 

intimacy and warmth (Alea & Bluck, 2007) and can lead to higher ratings of closeness when 

compared to discussions of non-self-related topics (Beike et al., 2016). Sharing information 

about ourselves, and in particular, specific, detailed autobiographical memories, may 

therefore serve to strengthen our relationships with others, explaining why people are more 

likely to support others who are better able to retrieve specific memories (Barry, Vinograd, et 

al., 2019). To our knowledge, no study has experimentally examined how the sharing of 

specific autobiographical memories can influence social support. A recent related 

investigation found that autobiographical narratives that are more coherent can also confer 

greater instrumental support on the listener than those that are low in coherence (Vanaken et 

al., 2020); however, this study did not measure the specificity or detail of the memories 

shared within the narratives despite the primacy of specificity within psychiatric research 

(Barry et al., 2021). 

The present investigation examined to what extent participants were likely to offer 

emotional and instrumental support to other (hypothetical) people based on the (artificial) 

autobiographical memories that are included within their profiles. We also asked participants 

to what extent they would be willing to collaborate with these people in a possible follow-up 

study. Study 1 examined the extent to which participants offer support to profiles based on 
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whether they included specific autobiographical memories or non-specific or general 

memories. The findings from previous studies in this area (e.g., Alea & Bluck, 2007; Beike et 

al., 2016) do not allow us to delineate the effects of sharing specific memories compared to 

memories that are rich in episodic detail or other personal information. It is possible that 

people may prefer profiles simply because they share more detailed memories (Collins & 

Miller, 1994) and not necessarily because they share specific memories. This is important 

because specific memories typically include more episodic detail than non-specific memories 

(Hallford et al., 2021). Nevertheless, specificity and detail are separable constructs; a person 

could retrieve a specific memory that is high in sensory-perceptual detail (e.g., I was upset 

when reading my ex-partner’s email last Friday while sitting on the sofa in my house) or low 

in such detail (e.g., I was upset when reading an email last Friday). Similar differences in 

sensory-perceptual detail can also be present in memories that are non-specific. The study by 

Barry, Vinograd, et al. (2019) did not code memory detail. As such, Study 2 of the present 

investigation examined whether people were offered more support to profiles if they included 

specific high-detail memories, compared to specific low-detail memories or general 

memories that were high or low in detail. A pre-registered replication of this was then 

conducted in Study 3. 

All studies included only women participants. here are gender differences in the 

nature and function of memory sharing (Ross & Holmberg, 1992; Webster, 1995) and the 

extent to which social support is given and received (Dalgard et al., 2006). As many of the 

real memories used in Study 1 often included details or events that might be construed as 

gendered, we sought to avoid any potential confounding effect of gender by focusing on 

understanding how autobiographical memory sharing can contribute to differences in social 

support amongst groups of women.  

Study 1 
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Data and scripts for all studies are available on OSF (Goffen et al., 2022). 

Method 

Participants 

A-priori analysis of required sample size for a dependent means t-test suggested that a sample 

of 156 participants had 80% power to detect small effects (d = .20) with alpha of .05. We 

recruited 158 Dutch speaking participants (all women; Mage = 22.03; SDage = 2.20). 

Participants were recruited through advertisements placed on social media related to the 

senior author’s institution. Accordingly, participants were mostly students (n = 123; 77.8%); 

one participant was unemployed (0.6%) and the remaining participants were in full-time 

employment (34; 21.5%). Given the nature of the profiles included in the study, and to reduce 

the possibility of participants’ gender or age confounding their interpretation of the profiles, 

participants were all women and were aged between 18 and 28 years. To compensate 

participants for their time, they were entered into a prize draw for low value vouchers (€20) 

for a local multimedia store. 

Measures 

The task included three profiles of fictitious people which included ten specific memories 

each, and three profiles of fictitious people with included ten general (memories of 

categorical events that did not occur at specific time and which are likely to have occurred 

more than once) memories each. To enhance ecological validity, memories were selected 

from an existing dataset of memories given by women between 18 and 28 years. These 

memories were given in response to a mixture of positive and negative cue words: pleasant, 

angry, interesting, hurt, proud, annoyed, social, clumsy, enthusiastic, and disappointed. Each 

profile was accompanied by a hypothetical name that was randomly allocated to each profile. 

For example, a specific profile of Emma included the memories: Pleasant, I considered it 

pleasant that I received positive feedback at the final day of my internship; Angry, Five years 
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ago, when I caught my boyfriend cheating on me; Disappointed, Last week Thursday, I 

thought that I disappointed somebody by making a mistake in an assignment. A general 

profile of Sanne: Pleasant, Whenever I’m under a cosy blanket in front of the television with a 

glass of wine; Angry, Whenever my schedule is messed up because of somebody else’s fault; 

Disappointed, Whenever I believe that it’s Friday, but it’s only Tuesday.  

We adapted the measure used by Skakespeare-Finch and Obst (2011) – and which has 

also been used elsewhere (Vanaken et al., 2020) – to capture both emotional and instrumental 

support. Emotional support was measured using three questions: I would be there to listen to 

her, I would look for ways to cheer her up, and I would try to reassure her. In accordance 

with the analysis procedure of others that have used similar measures (Shakespeare-Finch & 

Obst, 2011; Vanaken et al., 2020), responses to each question were summed for each 

hypothetical person. These sum scores were then averaged for each of the three specific 

profiles and the three general profiles that participants were introduced to. The process of 

summing within-profile and averaging across profiles was also done for responses to the two 

questions related to instrumental support: I would help her when she’s too busy to 

get everything done, I would help her with her responsibilities when she would be unable to 

fulfill them. In addition to the measures created elsewhere (Shakespeare-Finch & Obst, 2011), 

we additionally measured the extent to which participants would collaborate with the 

hypothetical person: Would you be willing to collaborate with here in the context of a 

possible follow-up study? Participants responded to each of these questions on Likert scales 

from 0 (certainly not) to 100 (certainly). The scores for the collaboration question were 

averaged across the three specific and three general profiles, respectively. As such, each 

participant had six scores for mean emotional and instrumental support and willingness to 

collaborate for profiles that included specific memories and profiles that included general 
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memories. The internal consistency was good for the emotion items (ωh = .71) and 

instrumental items (ωh = .88). 

Procedure 

The study was approved by the Social and Societal Ethics Committee of the senior author’s 

institution (Ref: G- 2018 03 1188). The study was administered online using Qualtrics. After 

providing informed consent and their demographic information, participants were told that 

they would be introduced to six persons by means of several memories that they each 

previously reported in response to cue words. Participants were told that they would be given 

a questionnaire (see OSF for exact instructions given) where they would be asked about how 

they would behave towards the participant and whether they would work with them in a 

subsequent follow-up study. Participants were presented with the profiles and their 

accompanying memories in random order. Each profile was presented simultaneously with 

the questions for emotional and instrumental support and willingness to collaborate. Each 

profile remained on the screen until participants responded. 

Results 

Data were analysed using R version 3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020). One-sided, paired samples t-

tests analysed whether, within-participants, higher mean scores for emotional and 

instrumental support and willingness to collaborate were evident for profiles that included 

specific memories compared to those that included general memories.  

Analysis of skewness and kurtosis for each of the three indices suggested that the data 

were moderately skewed (most extreme skew value = -0.65) and the kurtosis values were 

acceptable (most extreme kurtosis value = -0.5). 

Participants reported that they would offer greater emotional support to profiles that 

included specific memories than those that included general memories, Mdiff = 6.52, 

95%CI[1.99, ∞], t(157) = 2.381, p = .009, d = .14 (see Figure 1A). There was no difference 
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in the amount of instrumental support that participants reported that they would offer, Mdiff = 

2.49, 95%CI[-0.71, ∞], t(157) = 1.288, p = .100, d = .06 (see Figure 1B), or their willingness 

to collaborate, Mdiff = 1.59, 95%CI[-0.57, ∞], t(157) = 1.220, p = .112, d = .08 (see Figure 

1C).  

Discussion 

The findings of Study 1 suggested that participants were more likely to offer emotional 

support to profiles that included specific memories about their autobiographical past, than 

profiles that included more general memories. However, memories that are specific are also 

typically higher in detail than those that are not specific (Levine et al., 2002) and sharing 

more detail about oneself is associated with more positive regard from others (Collins & 

Miller, 1994). As such, it is possible that the observed effects are a function of the disclosure 

of detailed information within the profiles’ autobiographical past and not necessarily the 

result of sharing a specific instance. Study 2 examined this possibility within a similar design 

but by using fictitious profiles that included specific memories that were high or low in detail 

or general memories that were high or low in detail. In addition, Study 2 focused solely on 

memories related to negative cue words, as it was assumed that there may be valence-related 

differences in support giving but examining valence effects was beyond the scope of the 

present investigation.  

Study 2 

Method 

Participants 

Participants in Study 2 were also recruited through social media. The same a-priori power 

analysis as was used in Study 1 informed the size of each group in Study 2. However, due to 

additional counterbalancing in this study, each group was oversampled. As in Study 1, all 

participants were Dutch speaking women aged between 18 and 28 years. We recruited 231 
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women (Mage = 21.61; SDage = 2.16). Participants were mostly students (n = 179; 77.5%); 

four participants were unemployed (1.7%) and the remaining were in full-time employment 

(n = 48; 20.8%). Participants also received the same compensation as in Study 1. 

Measures 

In Study 2, participants were presented with four profiles: specific high detail, specific low 

detail, general high detail and general low detail. In this study, participants were told that the 

people in the profiles had been presented with four cue words and that they had provided a 

memory for each. Given the difficulty of finding memories that were balanced for specificity 

and detailedness, unlike in Study 1, the memories were created by the researchers. In each 

case, specificity was determined by the presence or absence of a reference to a specific time 

and two additional episodic details were either present or absent (for high vs. low detail, 

respectively). For example, for memories related to the cue sad: Specific and high detail, Last 

Sunday night when I felt lonely at home in the sofa in front of the television; Specific and low 

detail, Last Sunday night when I was feeling lonely; General and high detail, Every time that I 

feel lonely at home in the sofa in front of the television; General and low detail: Every time 

that I feel lonely.  

Four memories, one for each variant of specificity/detail were created for each of 16 

themes related to negative cue words such as sad, stressed, hopeless, impatient, frustrated, 

anxious, disappointed, etc.. Sixteen themes were necessary to ensure that the four profiles 

each participant was presented with each had four thematically unique memories in them. 

Then, to ensure that participants’ responses were not contaminated by the themes present 

within the profiles that they were shown, the themes present in each profile were 

counterbalanced between participants. This resulted in 24 counterbalancing conditions, and 

so there were approximately 10 participants per counterbalance (See supplementary materials 

for vignettes and a full table of counterbalance conditions). 
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Participants responded to the questions on the same 0-100 Likert scales as in Study 1. 

The sum of the three emotional support items were again computed for each hypothetical 

person, as in Study 1. The internal consistency was good for the emotion items (ωh = .77). 

Both items measuring instrumental support in Study 1 referred to helping the person in the 

profile but each question referred to specific instances in which help would be given. To 

make this operationalisation of instrumental support more inclusive, a single item was given 

for instrumental support in Study 2 (I would try to help her). The same item for willingness to 

collaborate was given in Study 2 as in Study 1. These scores were not summed. Each 

participant had twelve scores for mean emotional support, instrumental support and 

collaboration likelihood for the person who reported specific memories and who was 

detailed, the person who reported specific memories and was not detailed, the person who 

reported general memories and was detailed and the person who reported general memories 

and was not detailed.  

Procedure 

The study was approved by the Social and Societal Ethics Committee of the senior author’s 

institution (Ref: G- 2019 01 1476). The procedure of Study 2 was identical to that of Study 1. 

Results 

Data were analysed using R version 3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020) and the afex package 

(Singmann et al., 2020). Three repeated measures ANOVA with two within-subjects factors 

(Specificity: Specific vs. General; Detailedness: High vs. Low) were computed for scores for 

each of the three indices (emotional support, instrumental support and collaboration).  

Analysis of skewness and kurtosis for each of the twelve indices suggested that the 

data were moderately skewed (Most extreme skew value = -0.96) and the kurtosis values 

were acceptable (Most extreme kurtosis value = 1.25). 
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In the analysis of emotional support, there was evidence of a main effect of detail, 

F(1, 230) = 3.934, p = .049, ηp
2 = .02, but no main effect, F(1, 230) = 0.003, p = .957, ηp

2 = 

.00, or interaction with specificity, F(1, 230) = 0.906, p = .342, ηp
2 = .00 (See Figure 2A). 

The main effect of detail was explained by greater offerings of emotional support for profiles 

that were detailed compared to those that were less detailed.  

In the analysis of instrumental support, there was no main effect of detail F(1, 230) = 

1.204, p = .274, ηp
2 = .01, or of specificity, F(1, 230) = 0.985, p = .322, ηp

2 = .00, and no 

interaction between detail and specificity, F(1, 230) = 0.022, p = .881, ηp
2 = .00 (See Figure 

2B). 

The findings in the analysis of collaboration corroborated those of the analysis of 

emotional support. In particular, there was a main effect of detail, F(1, 230) = 5.443, p = 

.021, ηp
2 = .02, and no main effect, F(1, 230) = 1.415, p = .235, ηp

2 = .01, or interaction with 

specificity, F(1, 230) = 1.384, p = .241, ηp
2 = .01 (See Figure 2C). Again, participants 

reported that they would be more likely to collaborate with profiles that included more 

detailed memories compared to those that were less detailed.  

When these three models were repeated and counterbalance was added as an 

additional between-subjects factor, there were no significant effects of counterbalance on 

emotional or instrumental support or collaboration. 

Discussion 

In contrast to Study 1, Study 2 found that participants were more likely to offer support to 

profiles that included memories that were high in episodic detail. This contrast is likely 

attributable to the fact that memories that are specific are also typically higher in detail than 

non-specific memories (Hallford et al., 2021). Similar to Study 1, these effects were not 

observed for instrumental support. As the findings of Study 2 contrasted with our original 

hypotheses regarding specificity and because the sizes of the effects were small, we 
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conducted an additional study to examine whether the significant effects of detail, and non-

significant effects of specificity, would replicate; and, whether the significant effects for 

emotional support/collaboration but not for instrumental support would also replicate. Study 

3 included pre-registered hypotheses, methodology and analyses (https://osf.io/6fv4t/). In 

addition, as the distinction between emotional and instrumental support could be a function 

of differences in the number of items that assessed these constructs, Study 3 measured both 

constructs with three items each. 

Study 3 

Method 

Participants 

The sample size estimate, recruitment method and compensation were the same as in Study 2. 

A minimum sample size of 216 was planned but as there were 24 counterbalancing, we 

recruited 10 participants per counterbalancing condition, such that 240 Dutch speaking 

women aged between 18 and 28 years (Mage = 21.42; SDage = 2.06) were recruited. 

Participants were mostly students (n = 211; 87.9%); one participant was unemployed (0.4%) 

and the remaining participants were in full-time employment (n = 28; 11.7%).  

Measures 

Participants were presented with the same profiles as in Study 2. The measures of emotional 

support and willingness to collaborate were also the same as in Study 2. In Study 3, 

instrumental support was measured using three questions: 1) I would help her when she’s too 

busy to get everything done; 2) I would help her with her responsibilities when she would be 

unable to fulfill them; and, 3) I would offer her financial help when she needs it. The internal 

consistency was good for the emotion items (ωh = .76) and instrumental items (ωh = .79). 

Procedure 
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The study was approved by the Social and Societal Ethics Committee of the senior author’s 

institution (Ref: G-2020-2816-R2(MAR)). The procedure of Study 3 was identical to that of 

Study 2. 

Results 

The analysis procedure was the same as for Study 2. Analysis of skewness and kurtosis for 

each of the twelve indices suggested that the data were moderately skewed (Most extreme 

skew value = -1.01) and the kurtosis values were mostly acceptable (Most extreme kurtosis 

value = 2.33, all other kurtosis values between 1.25 and -0.59).  

In the analysis of emotional support, there were main effects of detail, F(1, 239) = 

12.899, p < .001, ηp
2 = .05, and specificity, F(1, 239) = 6.034, p = .015, ηp

2 = .03. The 

interaction between specificity and detail was not significant, F(1, 239) = 0.034, p = .854, ηp
2 

= .00 (See Figure 3A). The main effect of detail was explained by greater offerings of 

emotional support to profiles that included more detailed memories compared to those that 

were less detailed. The main effect of specificity was explained by greater offerings of 

emotional support to profiles that were specific than those that were general. 

In the analysis of instrumental support, there was a main effect of detail F(1, 239) = 

8.347, p < .001, ηp
2 = .03, but no main effect of specificity, F(1, 239) = 0.342, p = .559, ηp

2 = 

.00, and no interaction between detail and specificity, F(1, 239) = 0.193, p = .661, ηp
2 = .00 

(See Figure 3B). More instrumental support was offered to profiles that were high in detail, 

compared to those that were low in detail. 

The findings in the analysis of collaboration corroborate those of the analysis of 

emotional support. There were main effects of detail, F(1, 239) = 20.371, p < .001, ηp
2 = .08, 

and specificity, F(1, 239) = 7.251, p = .008, ηp
2 = .03. The interaction between specificity and 

detail was not significant, F(1, 239) = 0.010, p = .921, ηp
2 = .00 (See Figure 3C). People were 

more likely to indicate that they wanted to collaborate with profiles that were more detailed 
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compared to those that were less detailed and those that were specific than those that were 

general. 

When these three models were repeated and counterbalance was added as an 

additional between-subjects factor, there was a significant three-way interaction between 

counterbalance, specificity and detail for emotional support, F(23, 216) = 1.591, p = .047, ηp
2 

= .15, and a significant interaction between counterbalance and detail for instrumental 

support, F(23, 216) = 1.833, p = .014, ηp
2 = .16. However, in each of these models, all other 

significant effects of Specificity/Detail remained the same (Refer to R script for a full outline 

of these results), indicating that the findings were not influenced by any particular profiles. 

General discussion 

We report three studies that examine whether people are more likely to offer social support to 

profiles of (fictitious) people that shared specific and detailed autobiographical memories. 

The findings offer experimental evidence for the suggestion that the autobiographical 

memories that one shares can influence the social support that others offer (Barry, Vinograd, 

et al., 2019; Vanaken et al., 2020). In particular, Study 1 and Study 3 supported the 

correlational evidence of Barry, Vinograd, et al. (2019) that people are more likely to receive 

social support if they share specific autobiographical memories. Although the findings of 

Study 2 suggested that detail may be more important than specificity, Study 3 indicated that 

there are unique effects of specificity and detail in influencing the emotional support that is 

offered to others and our willingness to collaborate with them. These findings support 

suggestions that autobiographical memory specificity and detailedness are related but distinct 

constructs (Hallford et al., 2021; Levine et al., 2002).  

 These findings also contribute to a growing body of literature regarding the social 

function of autobiographical memory and the suggestion that the memories that we share 

with others can influence our relationships with them. Previous research in this area suggests 
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that our findings may be because the sharing of detailed memories might evoke stronger 

mental imagery and increase the likelihood that the listener can relate to some detail of the 

events being shared (Schank & Abelson, 1995) and then reminisce about their own similar 

experiences (Pasupathi & Carstensen, 2003). It could also be that divulging more detail about 

our autobiographical past might confer to others that we are open and keen to engage them. 

This might explain why such sharing is associated with higher intimacy, warmth and 

closeness (Alea & Bluck, 2007; Beike et al., 2016). In the present study, profiles that shared 

more detailed and more specific memories may have conferred to the participants that these 

(hypothetical) people were willing to share more about themselves and participants 

responded in turn as though they would be willing to support such people. Further 

examination of the mechanisms that underly these effects is therefore warranted. In 

accordance with other studies, it is important that future studies now examine such variables 

as liking, warmth and closeness (Alea & Bluck, 2007; Beike et al., 2016). 

In addition, although we compared high and low detailed memories, it is possible to 

create memories that include far more detail than those included here. Future investigations 

could examine whether the effects observed here increase linearly with detail or whether at 

some level of detail support giving begins to plateau or perhaps even decrease. That is not to 

say that the association between memory and support giving is unidirectional. Taken 

together, the findings of this investigation and others indicate that social support and 

autobiographical memory may operate bidirectionally. Although we show that the quality of 

the memories that we share may influence other people’s willingness to support and 

collaborate with us, social support has also been found to protect people from reductions in 

autobiographical memory specificity (Chiu et al., 2019; Raes et al., 2005) that might 

otherwise be expected following significant negative life events (Barry et al., 2018; Ono et 

al., 2015). As such, the more social support we receive following stressful events, the more 
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specific our memory will be (Chiu et al., 2019) and the more specific we are, the more other 

people are likely to support us.   

It is of note that there were discrepancies in our findings for instrumental support 

between the studies. There were no significant effects of specificity on instrumental support 

in any of the studies. Also, although there were no effects of detail for instrumental support in 

Study 2, there was a significant effect of detail in Study 3. This may be because the way of 

measuring instrumental support in Study 2, I would try to help her, was not sufficient at 

capturing variability in responses between participants. However, when this question was 

extended to include helping the person in the profile when they are busy, helping with their 

responsibilities and helping with their finances, participants offered more of these forms of 

instrumental support to profiles that shared high detail memories, just as they had for the 

questions concerning emotional support.   

There were also discrepancies between instrumental support and other dependent 

variables, whereas the findings for emotional support and willingness to collaborate seemed 

to parallel one another. This may be attributable to the gender of participants. We recruited 

women to avoid possible confounding effects of gender. Our findings align with suggestions 

that women may be more likely than men to share memories with one another to encourage 

intimacy rather than to direct others’ instrumentally (Webster, 1995), and that, following 

negative life events, women may benefit more from emotional support than instrumental 

support (Knoll et al., 2007). Similar moderating effects may also be evident based on the age 

of participants. Participants in our study were young adults but it is possible that age may 

influence support giving, based on the different ways that young and old people report and 

use their memories (Alea & Bluck, 2003) and differences between age groups in their 

prosocial behaviours (Mayr & Freund, 2020). In addition, our study was confined to Dutch-

speaking European participants and there is emerging evidence that the effects observed here 
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may differ as a function of culture (Guan & Wang, 2022). Future research should explore to 

what extent men and women, young and old, and European and Asian participants differ in 

some of the effects observed here. 

Many of our observed effects were in the small to moderate range for partial eta-

squared and there were some inconsistencies between studies, such as in the effect of 

specificity for emotional support that was present in Study 3 but not Study 2. A priori power 

analyses indicated that our samples were well-powered, but the novelty of our studies may 

have meant this was not the case. It is possible that autobiographical memory variables exert 

only small, but meaningful, effects on social support. Given that the same memories, and in 

the case of emotional support the same questions, were used in Study 2 as in Study 3, until 

further research is conducted it remains unclear why there were inconsistencies between 

these studies. Nevertheless, whether it is specificity or detail that exerts effects on social 

support, the way in which we share our autobiographical memories can influence people’s 

willingness to offer emotional and instrumental support to us.    

It is possible that there are important, unaccounted for, moderators that explain some 

of the variability that exists between our participants and explains the effect sizes we 

observed here. We did not measure variables related to social cognition and disclosure 

tendencies that may be associated with participants’ support-giving. Participants’ own 

tendency to disclose information about themselves may influence the extent to which they 

appreciate the disclosures of others (Collins & Miller, 1994). In addition, participants are 

more supportive of others’ when responding to situations that they themselves are familiar 

with (Egbert, 2003). If participants are familiar with the experiences that are reported by the 

sharer in their autobiographical memories, this may confer greater liking and more supportive 

action than if they are less familiar with the events being reported. In the same study, 

supportiveness was moderated by participants’ mood such that participants were more 
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supportive after they were induced to be happy compared to if they were induced to be sad 

(Egbert, 2003). Future research should measure these potential moderators.  

Several limitations are of note. Intuitively, one might assume that detail, and perhaps 

also specificity, may be confounded with sentence length (i.e., the number of words 

included). However, supplementary analyses (available in the supplementary code within 

OSF) for Study 3, where length was added as a covariate, did not change any of the observed 

significant effects reported. Nevertheless, given the ad hoc nature of this analysis, future 

studies should account for the length of profiles within their design.  

Also, participants were told that the profiles were real people who they might have to 

collaborate with on a subsequent task, but we did not measure whether they believed these 

instructions. There is conflicting evidence regarding the extent to which people are similarly 

willing to offer to cooperate in hypothetical versus real situations (Locey et al., 2011; Vlaev, 

2012) but it remains possible that the hypothetical nature of our study influenced our 

findings. Our study was additionally artificial in that it involved one-way disclosures to the 

participant whereas everyday interaction typically involves reciprocity between people. There 

is evidence that people prefer interactions that involve reciprocal disclosures (Sprecher et al., 

2013). It may be that people are more willing to offer support during interactions where they 

too can share memories. Research in naturalistic settings is now needed to take this area 

forward.  

The present findings have implications related to the role that social support plays in 

the formation and maintenance of friendships (Sias & Bartoo, 2007) and romantic 

relationships (Bradbury et al., 2000). In addition, the present findings indicate that specificity 

and episodic detail may be separable constructs, with some evidence of differential effects on 

outcomes such as social support. Future autobiographical memory specificity studies should 

delineate these constructs. There are also implications for interventions for autobiographical 
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memory specificity that involve the sharing of memories within a group context, such as 

Memory Specificity Training (MeST; (Raes et al., 2009). Although MeST is premised on the 

training of specificity, MeST also involves training participants to generate memories with 

high levels of episodic detail (Martens et al., 2019; Raes et al., 2009). MeST studies should 

separate whether MeST’s effects on emotional disorders are due to improvements in 

specificity or detailedness and whether improvements in autobiographical memory coincide 

with improvements in social support (Barry, Sze, et al., 2019).   
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Figure 1. Study 1 box plot 

 

Note. Box plot depicting mean scores for Emotional Support (A), Instrumental Support (B) 

and Collaboration (C) in Study 1 for profiles that shared specific and general memories.  
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Figure 2. Study 2 box plot 

 

Note. Box plot depicting scores for Emotional Support (A), Instrumental Support (B) 

Collaboration (C) in Study 2 for profiles that shared high detailed, specific and general 

memories, and low detailed, specific and general memories. 
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Figure 3. Study 3 box plot 

 

Note. Box plot depicting scores for Emotional Support (A), Instrumental Support (B) 

Collaboration (C) in Study 3 for profiles that shared reported high detailed, specific and 

general memories, and low detailed, specific and general memories. 
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